Global Beauty Report
Q1 2019

Introduction
Our quarterly Global Beauty Report ranks the top beauty brands in
earned media performance across major international markets and
reveals exclusive insights into trending content, products, and brands.
We publish, and work with brands, in Cosmetics, Skincare, Haircare,
Luxury, Non-Luxury Fashion, and Fashion Retailers in the U.S., as well
as in 13 international markets. Visit TribeDynamics.com for full access
to our reports.
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What Is EMV?
Earned Media Value, or EMV, is Tribe Dynamics’ proprietary metric for
quantifying the estimated value of consumer engagement with digital
earned media. Our holistic approach assigns a unique value to a piece
of content based on the engagement received from followers and
consumers. This value is then attributed to the specific brands
mentioned within the post. EMV can be used to evaluate the earned
performance of individual marketing campaigns and benchmark brands
within the competitive landscape.
Based on content from 120,000 of the most influential content
creators across 14 country-specific markets, EMV reveals brands that
are not just capturing consumer interest, but poised for significant
growth.
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Glossary of Terms
Influencer Tiers

Community Metrics

Other

Powerhouse Influencer

Community Size

Posting Consistency

Ambassador with over 1M
followers on their primary
channel.

The total number of
ambassadors who created
content about a brand within a
given time period.

The percentage of influencers in
a brand’s ambassador
community who also mentioned
the brand during the previous
quarter (denoted by “onequarter posting consistency”),
previous two quarters (“twoquarter posting consistency”), or
previous three quarters (“threequarter posting consistency”).

Established Influencer
Ambassador with 300k to 1M
followers on their primary
channel.
Mid-Tier Influencer
Ambassador with 100k to 300k
followers on their primary
channel.
Micro-Influencer
Ambassador with fewer than
100k followers on their primary
channel.

Posting Frequency
The average number of posts
created per ambassador for a
brand within a given time
period.
Ambassador Potency
The average amount of EMV
driven per ambassador for a
brand within a given time
period.
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Sponsored EMV
A post is labeled “sponsored” if
it contains hashtags or language
that denote a sponsorship, such
as “#ad” or “#spon.”
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Q�������US�
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US Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Morphe Taps Jeffree
Star for Collaboration
Morphe advanced two spots
in the Top 10, ranking No. 2
with $204.9M EMV. The
brand continued to benefit
from its relationships with
influencers, partnering with
beauty guru Jeffree Star
(@jeffreestar on Instagram)
on a Morphe x Jeffree Star
brush set. The offering
garnered $8.1M EMV as
Morphe’s No. 3 collection
following two other popular
influencer collaborations, the
James Charles x Morphe
collection ($44.0M EMV) and
the Morphe x Jaclyn Hill
range ($9.2M EMV).

ColourPop Sees
Continued Support
From Brand Partners

Fenty Beauty Launches
Pro Filt’r Instant
Retouch Concealer

ColourPop entered the Top
10 at No. 6 with $153.5M
EMV, posting a leading 49%
quarter-over-quarter change
in EMV. The brand enjoyed
engagement surrounding its
influencer collaborations,
including the new Zodiac
Loose Pigment Collection,
launched in partnership with
longtime ColourPop advocate
Kathleen Fuentes
(KathleenLights on YouTube).
In all, the KathleenLights x
ColourPop range accrued
$3.5M EMV, while the blogger
herself garnered $3.8M EMV
across a whopping 93
mentions as ColourPop’s top
Q1 ambassador.

Fenty Beauty ranked No. 8 in
the Top 10, pulling in $139.5M
EMV and achieving a 26%
quarter-over-quarter growth.
In January, the brand
launched the Pro Filt’r
Instant Retouch Concealer
($31.3M EMV), sparking a
flurry of content creation. A
total of 1.3k ambassadors
mentioned the concealer,
helping it surpass the hero
Pro Filt'r Soft Matte
Longwear Foundation
($26.0M EMV) as Fenty
Beauty’s No. 1 product in Q1.
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
Q�������Canada�
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Canada Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Morphe Enjoys
Increased Enthusiasm
Around James Charles
Pale!e
Morphe’s $9.7M EMV
represented a Top 10-leading
28% quarter-over-quarter
growth, which stemmed
largely from continued
excitement around the Q4
2018-launched James
Charles Palette, which rose
from $510.9k EMV last
quarter to $2.1M as the
brand’s top Q1 product. A
significant 51 of the palette’s
64 ambassadors mentioned
it more than once, with the
product’s most prolific
advocate—makeup artist
Ashely Haw
(@ashleyhawmakeup on
Instagram)—including it in 40
pieces of content.

Pro Filt’r Concealer
Powers Growth for
Fenty Beauty
Much of the conversation
about Fenty Beauty in Q1
centered around the
January-launched Pro Filt’r
Instant Retouch Concealer
($2.6M EMV), which
outperformed the hero Pro
Filt’r Soft Matte Longwear
Foundation ($1.7M EMV) to
rank as the brand’s No. 1
product. Influencers also
rallied around the Pro Filt’r
Instant Retouch Setting
Powder, which debuted
alongside the concealer,
garnering $1.4M EMV. Buoyed
by excitement for the new
releases, Fenty Beauty
closed Q1 with $10.1M EMV, a
24% quarter-over-quarter
growth.
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Notable Brand:
Milk Makeup Launches
Hydro Grip Primer With
Palm Springs Getaway
While it did not rank among
the Top 10 Q1 brands, Milk
Makeup’s $4.5M EMV marked
a 51% quarter-over-quarter
growth that far
outperformed the Top 10’s
average 5% decline. The
brand celebrated the March
launch of the Hydro Grip
Primer by bringing a squad of
bloggers, including Jordi
Dreher (@itslikelymakeup on
Instagram) and Sonjdra
Deluxe (@sonjdradeluxe), to
Palm Springs, California, for
a desert getaway. Attendees
posted enthusiastically
about their experience,
helping the primer net
$525.8k EMV from 18
ambassadors as Milk
Makeup’s No. 2 product
behind the KUSH High
Volume Mascara ($1.0M
EMV).
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
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UK Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Huda Beauty Ranks No.
1 Thanks to Organic
Endorsements

MAC Celebrates Boom
Boom Bloom Launch
With Tokyo Getaway

Huda Beauty climbed two
spots in the Top 10, ranking
No. 1 with $61.4M EMV. The
brand’s Matte & Metal Melted
Shadows, which launched in
late 2018, inspired steady
influencer enthusiasm,
garnering $8.9M EMV from
186 ambassadors. Longtime
Huda Beauty enthusiast
Radka Kováĉová (@grwrady
on Instagram) was the
collection’s top earner,
generating $809.4k EMV
across 14 organic posts
featuring the eyeshadows.

MAC closed Q1 with $50.1M
EMV and a 12% quarter-overquarter growth. The brand
sparked conversation with
the launch of its Boom Boom
Bloom collection ($767.5k
EMV), fêting the new offering
with an influencer getaway
to Tokyo. Attendees
effusively chronicled the trip,
with Ling Tang (@ling.kt on
Instagram) thanking MAC for
“taking me to my dream
destination.” Ling garnered
$980.7k EMV across 21 posts
as one of the brand’s top 10
Q1 ambassadors.
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Fenty Beauty Taps
Influencers for
Concealer Launch
Campaign
Fenty Beauty posted the Top
10’s highest quarter-overquarter growth at 51%. This
increase was linked to
excitement surrounding the
brand’s new Pro Filt'r Instant
Retouch Concealer ($6.5M
EMV), which scored repeat
mentions from a substantial
161 of its 258 ambassadors
(62%). This cohort included
beauty blogger Patricia Bright
(@thepatriciabright on
Instagram), who shared that
she was “very honoured” to
appear in the concealer’s
launch campaign in one of
her five posts endorsing the
product.
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
Q�������France�
Rank
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France Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Too Faced Hypes Tu!i
Fru!i Collection With
LA Getaway

Fenty Beauty Sees
Boost From New
Complexion Products

Too Faced ranked No. 1 this
quarter with $10.5M EMV and
a 25% quarter-over-quarter
growth. In late January, the
brand brought a squad of
prominent bloggers,
including Horia Ben Brahim
(@horia_insta on Instagram),
to LA for the launch of the
Tutti Frutti Collection.
Buoyed by content from the
trip, the new range powered
$1.3M EMV as Too Faced’s
top collection, garnering
roughly half ($687.5k EMV) of
this haul in January.

Fenty Beauty grew 41%
quarter-over-quarter to
close Q1 with $6.7M EMV. A
significant $3.1M EMV of this
total came in January, when
the brand introduced the Pro
Filt’r Instant Retouch
Concealer ($936.1k EMV) and
Pro Filt’r Instant Retouch
Setting Powder ($834.1k
EMV). Powered by
endorsements from
prominent influencers like
Sanaa El Mahalli
(@sananas2106 on
Instagram), both new
products ranked among
Fenty Beauty’s top three Q1
offerings, bracketing the Pro
Filt’r Soft Matte Longwear
Foundation ($899.0k EMV).
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Notable Brand:
Morphe Enjoys
Sustained Enthusiasm
Around James Charles
Pale!e
While it did not rank among
the Top 10 Q1 brands,
Morphe’s $4.0M EMV marked
a 46% quarter-over-quarter
growth that exceeded the
Top 10’s average 0% change.
The brand benefited from
continued excitement around
the Q4 2018-launched James
Charles Palette, which
emerged as Morphe’s top Q1
product with $593.5k EMV,
up from $202.6k last quarter.
A notable 16 of the palette’s
24 ambassadors mentioned
it more than once, indicating
the offering’s increasing
popularity.
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
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Germany Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

L’Oréal Paris Promotes
Rouge Signature Liquid
Lipstick With
#IAmWorthIt Campaign

Essence Cosmetics
Benefits From
Impactful Top
Ambassadors

Catrice Enters Top 10
Thanks to Liquid
Camouflage
Endorsements

L'Oréal Paris garnered $7.3M
EMV in Q1, landing at No. 8.
The brand inspired
conversation about its Rouge
Signature Liquid Lipstick by
encouraging content creators
like model Anuthida
Ploypetch (@anuthida) to
share advertorial Instagrams
sporting the product
alongside messages about
self-confidence. In all,
#RougeSignature garnered
$362.6k EMV from 50
bloggers, while #IAmWorthIt
collected $99.7k EMV from
four content creators.

Essence Cosmetics entered
the Top 10 with $7.0M EMV,
posting a 53% quarter-overquarter gain. The brand’s
growth was linked to a
notable increase in organic
interest from consistent
bloggers: four of Essence
Cosmetics’ 10 top-earning
ambassadors increased their
EMV production from Q4
2018, and all four did so by
at least 200%. Beauty
blogger Regina (@reginazlr
on Instagram), for example,
authored 14 organic posts
generating $338.9k EMV—a
5.9k% QoQ improvement.

Catrice pulled in $6.4M EMV,
achieving a Top 10-leading
72% quarter-over-quarter
growth. The brand benefited
from organic coverage of its
Liquid Camouflage Concealer
($817.8k EMV), which
featured heavily in makeup
looks and tutorials. The
majority of the concealer’s
EMV came from makeup
artist Brittny
(@brittnymakeup on
Instagram), who collected
$536.0k EMV for the product
across 15 looks.
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
Q�������Spain�
Rank

Brand

Q�������EMV

QoQ
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Spain Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Benefit Drives Gains
Through Giveaways

Chanel Beauty Benefits
From Red Carpet Buzz

Morphe Leads Top 10
in Growth

Benefit advanced two spots
in the Top 10, landing at No.
3 with $5.4M EMV. The
brand’s 90% quarter-overquarter growth was largely
linked to giveaway content,
as influencers included
products like the Brow
Contour Pro in contests for
followers. In all, mentions of
“sorteo” (giveaway)
accounted for $1.7M EMV of
Benefit’s total.

Chanel Beauty made its Top
10 debut with $3.3M EMV,
achieving a 115% quarterover-quarter increase. The
brand benefited greatly from
its partnership with actress
Maria Pedraza
(@mariapedraza_ on
Instagram), whom Chanel
Beauty styled for the
February Málaga Film
Festival and the March Goya
Awards. Pedraza created
seven posts crediting the
brand’s makeup artists,
generating $987.0k EMV—
nearly 30% of Chanel
Beauty’s quarterly total and
a 244% improvement on her
Q4 2018 contribution.

Morphe entered the Top 10
with $3.2M EMV, achieving a
leading 193% quarter-overquarter growth. This gain
partially stemmed from
organic endorsements of the
35B Color Burst Artistry
Palette ($362.6k EMV), which
increased its EMV every
month of the quarter.
Morphe also enjoyed a boost
from blogger Leslie Quezada
(@lesdomakeup1 on
Facebook), who included a
personalized Morphe
discount code in eight posts
($1.4M EMV).
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
Q�������Italy�
Rank

Brand

Q�������EMV
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Italy Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

MAC Stars in Milan
Fashion Week Content

Pixi Beauty Ascends to
Top 10 Through Sends

MAC reclaimed the No. 1 spot
in the Top 10 with $9.5M
EMV, posting a 15% quarterover-quarter increase. The
brand featured in content
from Moschino’s Milan
Fashion Week show, with
influencers like Paola Turani
(@paolaturani on Instagram)
tagging MAC alongside the
apparel brand. In all, #MFW
collected $1.4M EMV as one
of MAC’s top five Q1
hashtags.

Pixi Beauty garnered $5.5M
EMV in Q1, entering the Top
10 for the first time thanks
to its extensive product send
program. Influencers like
Marsy (@marsidas.world on
Instagram) Instagrammed
gifted products in content
tagged #PixiLove, which
accrued $746.9k EMV as one
of Pixi Beauty’s top Q1
hashtags.
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Lancôme Taps Into
Sanremo Music
Festival Hype
Lancôme made its Top 10
debut at No. 8, achieving a
leading 102% quarter-overquarter growth. In February,
the brand leveraged
excitement surrounding the
Sanremo Music Festival by
styling celebrities and
contestants for the popular
song contest and awards
show.
#FuoriSanremoByLancome
collected $2.2M EMV as
Lancôme’s top-earning
hashtag, accounting for a
whopping 42% of the brand’s
quarterly total ($5.3M EMV).
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Top����Beauty�Brands�
Q�������Japan�
Rank

Brand

Q�������EMV

QoQ
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Japan Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Dior Beauty Indulges
Influencers at
#MaisonChristianDior
Apartment

Lancôme Fêtes
Advanced Génifique
Collection With
Roppongi Hills Pop-Up

Dior Beauty closed Q1 with
$5.6M EMV, achieving a 50%
quarter-over-quarter growth.
In February, the brand
treated influencers including
Kiko Mizuhara (@i_am_kiko
on Instagram) to lunch at the
Maison Christian Dior
apartment in Tokyo, where
they had the opportunity to
discover the brand’s
fragrance lines. A total of 55
ambassadors tagged content
with #MaisonChristianDior
over the quarter, helping it
accrue $1.2M EMV as the
brand’s No. 2 hashtag after
#Dior ($1.7M EMV). Mentions
of #ϮϋЀμϷφώϰЀϔΰ
ηЄϸ (Maison Christian Dior)
garnered $584.6k EMV.

In March, Lancôme
celebrated its anti-aging
Advanced Génifique range
with a “Happiness Salon”
pop-up in Tokyo’s Roppongi
Hills. Influencers like Kotoko
Yamaga (@kotokoyamaga on
Instagram) and Emi Suzuki
(@emisuzuki_official) shared
content from the event,
praising the collection and
encouraging their followers
to attend. The associated #϶
ЀπϭϜϡϚφςϺЀ
(Lancome Happiness Salon)
collected $287.2k EMV from
69 ambassadors, helping fuel
the brand’s 85% quarterover-quarter growth in EMV
($1.7M).
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Notable Brand:
L’Oréal Paris Debuts
Rouge Signature Liquid
Lipstick With Party,
Giveaway
While L’Oréal Paris did not
place among the Top 10
beauty brands, its 113%
quarter-over-quarter growth
in EMV ($1.6M) outpaced the
Top 10’s average 34%
increase. To fête the Japan
launch of its Rouge Signature
Liquid Lipstick, the brand
hosted a party with
influencers such as Risako
Tanigawa (@risakoko),
prompting effusive
Instagrams. L’Oréal Paris
spurred additional content
creation with a product
send, as well as a giveaway
in partnership with retailer
Plaza (@plazastyle on
Twitter). Buoyed by launch
activations, #ϸЄυϲτνϚ
ώϰЄ (Rouge Signature)
generated $631.4k EMV as
one of the brand’s top three
hashtags.
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Korea Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Dior Beauty Drives
Growth With Dior
Addict Stellar Shine
Launch
Dior Beauty led the Top 10 in
Korea, surging ahead 120%
from Q4 2018 to close Q1
with $6.7M EMV. The brand
enjoyed widespread
enthusiasm around the
March launch of its Dior
Addict Stellar Shine lipstick,
with #디올어딕트스텔라샤인 (Dior
Addict Stellar Shine)
powering $480.8k EMV as
one of the brand’s top 10
hashtags. Singer and official
brand ambassador Sunmi
(@miyayeah) contributed
$300.0k EMV of this total
across three posts, including
an Instagram of her cover
look for Cosmopolitan Korea.

3CE Enjoys Hype
Around 10th
Anniversary Releases
3CE collected $4.6M EMV in
Q1, enjoying a 52% quarterover-quarter growth that
outpaced the Top 10 brands’
average 21% increase. The
brand commemorated its
10th anniversary by launching
two makeup kits: the
#MuseDay Pro Multi Eye
Color Palette and the
#Softener Pro Multi Blush
Color Palette. Influencers
such as Heejoo (@yoo.xx)
Instagrammed looks created
with the new offerings,
helping #MuseDay accrue
$297.2k EMV from 17
ambassadors as one of 3CE’s
top 10 hashtags. Mentions of
#3ce10주년 (3CE 10th
Anniversary) generated
$235.3k EMV.
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Notable Brand:
Maybelline Reaps
Gains From Lemonade
Craze
Maybelline posted $2.2M
EMV in Q1, falling short of
the Top 10 brands but
boasting a sizable 80%
quarter-over-quarter
increase. The brand saw a
surge of enthusiasm around
its Lemonade Craze
Eyeshadow Palette, which
was available on sale for a
limited time at retailer
11street. To hype the event,
Maybelline enlisted bloggers
such as Leah (@leah_miso),
who praised the springthemed palette in sponsored
Instagrams. In all, mentions
of #레몬에이드 (lemonade)
accrued $156.2k EMV.
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Australia Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Benefit Stokes
Excitement With Roller
Liner Launch
Benefit collected $10.7M EMV
in Q1, a 14% improvement
upon its Q4 2018 total. The
brand enjoyed enthusiasm
around its new Roller Liner
Liquid Eyeliner, which
powered $593.5k EMV as one
of Benefit’s top 10 products
despite its late-quarter
launch. The liner’s topearning ambassador, retailer
Princess Polly
(@princesspollyboutique),
generated $170.3k EMV via
two advertorial Instagrams.
Overall, the product scored
shout-outs from 48
influencers including makeup
artist Anastasia
(@makeupartistanastasia),
who used the Roller Liner in
three creations ($37.2k EMV).

Too Faced Celebrates
“Be!er Than Sex Day”
Too Faced closed Q1 with
$7.7M EMV, a 15% quarterover-quarter growth for the
brand. On February 9, Too
Faced celebrated “Better
Than Sex Day,” tapping
bloggers like Shannon Harris
(@shaaanxo) and Brittney
Saunders
(@brittney_saunders) to host
Instagram giveaways of the
Better Than Sex Mascara.
Buoyed by the activation, the
mascara jumped from
$379.1k EMV last quarter to
$607.1k this quarter, ranking
among Too Faced’s top three
Q1 products. Mentions of
#BetterThanSex accrued
$117.8k EMV.
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Notable Brand:
Beautyblender Treats
Influencers to
#BounceWorthy Yacht
Trip
Though Beautyblender’s
$2.1M EMV total did not rank
in Q1’s Top 10, its 73%
quarter-over-quarter growth
outpaced the Top 10’s 1%
average increase. To fête the
launch of its Bounce
foundation, the brand threw
a yacht party in Sydney with
influencers such as Chloe
Morello (@chloemorello on
Instagram) and Lily Maymac
(@lilymaymac). Attendees
posted effusively about the
event, helping the foundation
collect $991.3k EMV as one
of Beautyblender’s top
products. The associated
#BounceWorthy was the
brand’s highest-earning Q1
hashtag with $543.8k EMV.
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Gulf Countries Highlights
What stood out in Beauty this quarter?

Worth the Hype
Mascara Fuels Growth
for NYX

Dior Beauty Brings
#DiorDreamParade to
Dubai

NYX Professional Makeup’s
Top 10-leading 154% quarterover-quarter EMV increase
($5.2M) was bolstered by
growing, organic enthusiasm
for the Worth the Hype
Volumizing & Lengthening
Mascara. (The mascara
powered $734.0k EMV as the
brand’s top product—up
from $174.4k EMV in Q4
2018.) Over half of the
mascara’s earnings came
from micro-influencer
Maysam (@maysam_makeup
on Instagram), who
contributed $411.5k EMV by
featuring the product in 55
pieces of content.

Dior Beauty closed Q1 with
$4.9M EMV, marking a 54%
quarter-over-quarter
increase. The brand
generated a significant $2.0M
EMV of this total in March
with its spring 2019 haute
couture showcase in Dubai.
Influencers like Zeynab Elhelw (@fashion_pirate)
attended the show in Dior
Beauty makeup and thanked
the brand on Instagram for
including them in the event.
In all, 23 ambassadors
tagged content with the
associated
#DiorDreamParade, helping it
accrue $550.0k EMV as one
of Dior Beauty’s top five
hashtags.

Notable Brand:
Guerlain Fêtes
L’Essentiel Launch
With Pastoral Getaway
Guerlain collected $2.2M
EMV in Q1, ranking outside
the Top 10 but achieving an
impressive 195% quarterover-quarter growth. The
brand celebrated its new
L’Essentiel foundation by
inviting influencers such as
Elnaz Golrokh
(@elnaz_golrokh on
Instagram) to meet
supermodel Natalia
Vodianova (@natasupernova),
the official face of the
launch. The attendees
posted enthusiastically
about the opportunity,
helping the foundation
power $800.0k EMV from 20
ambassadors as Guerlain’s
top product.
#GuerlainLEssentiel garnered
$564.5k EMV.
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